
Differences in the way people talk are not deficiencies!  

No variety of US English is more linguistically valid than  

any other. African American English (AAE) and Academic  

Classroom English (ACE) are both complex, systematic  

language systems with consistent rules, and young AAE 

speakers need to be taught to “code switch” back and  

forth between the two. Developed with federal funding*  

by leading child language researchers, ToggleTalk is  

the first developmentally appropriate supplemental  

curriculum that teaches  

kindergarten and first grade  

students to code switch,  

generalize the skill spontaneously  

to other classroom activities, and  

demonstrate improved literacy  

outcomes.

Learning to code switch in the  

classroom prior to second grade  

has been shown to improve literacy 

outcomes and therefore help close 

the Black-White achievement gap  

in reading (Craig et al., 2009).
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ToggleTalk’s 15–20 minute lessons 

complement and interweave with the  

K-1 curriculum, and are delivered 3 to 4 

times each week. Scripted lessons require 

little preparation time and enable teachers 

unfamiliar with Culturally and Linguistically 

Responsive Teaching (CLRT) practices to 

deliver instruction with confidence and 

fidelity. Students rapidly acquire dialect 

awareness and master five research- 

based grammatical AAE/ACE features.

Each ToggleTalk classroom pack includes:

n  Teacher Edition with Scope & Sequence,  

Pacing, Correlations & Assessment Guide

n  Two heavy duty pocket charts with color laminated  

program photos and sentence strips used for whole 

group and center activities

n  Nine original storybooks by Debbie A. Taylor,  

Bank Street College of Education and International 

Reading Association-award winner, and author of 

Sweet Music in Harlem

n  Original storybook illustrations by award winning 

artists Lori McElrath-Eslick and Jason Phillips

n  Dialect Assessment Battery (DAB) with scoring forms 

and rubrics for Dialect Recognition (DR), Elicited 

Imitation (EI), and Translation Tasks (TT)

n  Onsite and multi-media Professional Development 

support

Meets next generation English  

Language Arts & Literacy standards  

for student knowledge and usage of 

standard English grammar in writing, 

speaking, reading and listening.
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“Instead of using ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ to 

describe ACE and AAE, ToggleTalk 

uses ‘school’ and ‘home’, so there’s no 

judgment attached to either language. 

One isn’t ‘better’ than the other.

Students learn ‘this is how you talk in 

school,’ rather than ‘don’t talk like that.’”

Chantell Willis

Kindergarten Teacher 

Carter G. Woodson Elementary
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